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About This Game

Welcome to ARK BOX Unlimited! A new arcade classic remix with integrated stage editor to create, share and download
unlimited new stages. Try this classic gameplay remix with new features like the planet shield, upgrade system and more.

Survive Bossfights and fight through 36 missions in free game mode with stage select or try out the arcade run survival mode.
Fight for online leaderboard positions and defend different planets and defeat space block invaders. Customize game settings

and master 4 difficulty and speed levels to increase your score ratings. Join the ARK BOX now!

ARK BOX Unlimited features:

- 36 Campaign Missions, Bonus Stages and Bossfights

- Create, share and download unlimited workshop stages

- Unlimited Mouse Speed, Keyboard and Gamepad controls

- Built in Stage Editor with 32 user slots and export function

- Arcade / Survival non-stop and 2 Player local co-op mode

- Classic gameplay mixed with new elements, fully customizable
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- Ark Upgrades to modify weapons, speed and size

- Novel, Classic, Custom or Randomized gamemodes

- Steam trading cards, achievements and leaderboards

- Choose from multiple block and ball styles

- Unique Arcade Sandbox with Sci-Fi setting
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Title: ARK BOX Unlimited
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PolarityFlow
Publisher:
PolarityFlow
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or newer

Graphics: Direct X compatible

Storage: 120 MB available space

English,German,French,Portuguese
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ark box unlimited steam. ark box unlimited

Mr Blaster is a space based artillery game, released on Steam, iOS and Android.

You can find 10 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AEQjwiUcjUI

If you have played Worms or Scorched Earth from the MS-DOS days, then you would be familiar with the style of gameplay
offered here. This version of artillery game is simplified though, with 2 players on separate platforms throwing items at each
other. The steam page does say up to 4 players on PC, but I have not seen an option to select that.

Each shot is made based on power and angle, hits to the other players platform will do damage to their life bar and body or head
shots will do more damage. There is a satelite orbiting each platform that acts as a minor barrier, it can take 2 hits before being
destoryed but can save the player from taking damage. There is also the wind, that changes direction and strength with each
turn, which will alter the trajectory of the thrown object. The wind is the only real thing that needs to be compensated for and I
feel its designed this way due it also being a mobile release.

The AI in single player games varies from game to game. Sometimes it has lazer accuracy regardless of the wind, other times it
will consistently miss. There is no campaign mode, just matches against a random player type. As for player types, there is a
range of 13 that have a unique look and a unique projectile to throw, two come with the game and you can purchase the others
using in game currency of stars. These are cosmetic, and do not effect gameplay. Each time you score a hit, you gain 25 stars, so
it shouldn't take too long to be able to purchase a new character provided you can land hits.

The game itself is simple and an OK time-waster, but I do feel this type of game would get more use on a mobile platform
rather than on Steam. I suggest that you consider where you buy it if the game interests you. AI games are quick and have a
round limit, so I see it as a game that lends itself more to playing on a phone when you have a few minutes to kill as opposed to
loading it up on a PC to play for an extended period.

Where it would shine on PC is the local VS mode. The games simplicity allows it to be played with a younger child or sibling as
you take turns having your shot. I do feel the developer should open up all character for this mode as it would allow a level of
variety in games and improve player longevity. I have attempted to find an online multiplayer match without success, which is
expected seeing the game was just released.

The graphics look nice, nothing overly complex as you would expect from a mobile game. The music is also fine, but I found
the sound effects annoying - especially the sound for when shots go out of bounds. This was the first thing I turned off, but
when you restart the game the sound effects are back on even though the settings show they should be off. Turning them on and
then off again removes them. I expect this will be patched soon.

For less than $2, I am happy to recommend this game, but do take into consideration if you would be more likely to play it on a
mobile device or Steam before purchasing.. Pretty cool program to make graffiti in. The program also saves your art to a .png
file which you can use to read it outside of the game, so if you wanted to just make graffiti art you can use for other reasons, it
works (a main reason why I was interested in it).

I wish they were a bit more realistic however, as the final result doesn't look that much different than what you can achieve in
photoshop, because the king spray "brushes" are a bit too primitive and don't take advantage of all the extra input you get with
the vive controllers. IMO the spray cans should take into account the angle at which you spray against the wall, and the drip lines
should be a bit more predictable and be based around paint build up, where today they seem to be based around a random timer.

The drip lines also didn't seem to work until I went into the options and checked them on/off again.

But overall, still quite fun, i enjoy it more than tilt brush when it comes to messing around in.. Doesn't work on windows 8/8.1
please update this game to make it compatible with the new windows. Lunnye Devitsy, was one of the first games I purchased
on Steam and I never played it til now. Beautiful music, okay graphics, bland story. If you see it on sale, buy it. I can't
recommend paying full price. 5/10.. Very nice Game
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Very Difficult.
Many paths to take.
Many mistakes to make.. Really cool game. I haven't found anything similar to this on Steam yet.

Most levels are really simple and easy, but there are some where I've spent 20 minutes trying to solve.

Great game for achievement hunters as well. 4 years and still in early access. It's a fun little game for about 3-4 hours with really
nothing to do. You fly around, fight some really basic enemies that show up, there's *some* puzzle solving but really this comes
off as something someone is making in their free time to kill time. I wouldn't recommend it unless your interested in supporting
someone else's hobby. I bought this game 4 years ago and I've played it like... for 4 hours throughout that time. Would I say it is
worth 10 bucks? Ehh not really but it's an oddity and a nice little sandbox.. AMAZING litle RPG game.
This is more based on story than combat .
It is more like story driven game with a bit of a action.
This one is the MOST relaxing RPG game i ever played.
It is completely like i said story driven no presure what so ever for combat ,there are hundreds of characters to speak to and
every one have there own story to tell ,and all are long if you want to listen to ofc (BEST idea to do so )
It is just,, it's wonderful and relaxingto to read there stories.
i really recomend this game specially too ppl who like and play those story driven games
you have like easy.medium and hard difficulty ,but befoe you have like adventure it is before easy,that difficulty is based
completely on story and to explore more than on combat .
This game is really like reading a good good good book filled whit adventures where you can even choose how to like end it on
some characters and end some tales long lost tales and quests !
for example : You talk to a woman she tells you she lost her ring ,and she tells you the full story of the ring the firs day where
she got it ,where is lost it etc ... At the end you can choose to like listen to old lady and help her get that ring back ,OR you can
just fined the ring and take it for your self ,and tell you you cant fined it . OR you can like KILL her take everithing ,take the
ring and robber her house and take all .It is all up to you.
Combat is easy click on enemy and kill it. ,you have many nice itams to chose and to drink ,many nice tipes of weapons to
choose from ,you have crafting .which is GREAT to make HP potions etc ...
I want to recommendthis game to every one !!!
10/10
. This game is really fun.

Pros - It run's very smoothly.
  - The graphics and colors chosen are great.
  - You here the food cooking :P
  - Running your OWN Pub.

Cons - No music
  - I feel like I cant take a break, i guess because im the only employee lol. I bought this after seeing the positive steam reviews,
but it just isn't really clicking with me. Figuring out what to do is pretty unintuitive, and it's a really punishing game. To even
play the little bit I did, I needed to completely remap the controls and take a look at a walkthrough online. Without the
walkthrough, I wouldn't have known I could speak to certain characters in the game, search bodies after I'd killed them, or
quicksave. Without speaking to characters or searching bodies, you can't even get the first proper weapon in the game, the
crowbar. I tried to beat the first level "legit" by actually dealing with some of the enemies, but you end up trying to take out
multiple enemies that have a pistol (or multiple pistols) with your crowbar, and it just wasn't happening for me. After figuring
out the path, I just ran to the exit in levels 1 and 2. Hilariously enough, in the next cutscene, the enemies referring to the
nonexistent trail of destruction that I left in my wake :) When I tried to re-engage in the combat, it was the same story.
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